A novel method, based on genetic algorithms, has been developed and applied to the solution of di erential equations. The new approach is based on the use of real numbers to form the candidate solutions which are improved iteratively by a suitable breeding process. The algorithm was tested in the calculation of the bound states of a double well potential and in the nonlinear density functional calculation. Comparison of the results with those obtained using the direct relaxation method shows excellent agreement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithms (GA) are global optimization methods based on several metaphors from biological evolution. The name is derived from the ability of the algorithm to simulate selection in an evolving population of living creatures attempting to adapt to their environment. The GA search for an optimal solution from a population of candidate solutions according to an objective function which is used to establish the tness of each candidate as a solution. The governing process in the search is the application of appropriate breeding operators to candidate solutions in a given generation to form the candidates for the next generation. These operators are designed to preserve the most successful aspects of candidate tness until the best possible solution is attained. Genetic algorithms have previously been applied in a wide variety of elds including engineering design, neural network synthesis, schedule optimization and conformational analysis of DNA 1{3]. In chemical physics these algorithms were applied to coherent control 4, 5] .
In a recent publication a genetic algorithm was applied to the solution of ordinary differential equations (ODE) 6]. In this work, the candidate solutions were represented as strings which could be transformed to the numerical solution of the ODE by an appropriate decoding. The measure of how well does a particular candidate satisfy the ODE and its boundary conditions, after discritization of the di erential operators, was used to de ne its tness. The use of nite di erence representation of the derivatives is a source of ine ciency since it involves only nearest neighbor interactions.
There are a number of di erences between the approach of Ref. 6] and the new method described below, the two major ones correspond to the representation of (a) the candidate solutions and (b) the di erential operators.
Recently, a new approach based on GA has been proposed for the search of lowest energy structure of molecular clusters 7, 8] . This GA search procedure was based on the use of the control variables to represent the candidate solutions. The use of real number representation of the genotypes required the formulation of an appropriate set of operators which were used to form the p+1 generation when applied to candidates in the p'th generation 7, 8 ]. In the method described below this approach was adopted, namely, continuous real numbers were used to form grid representations of candidate solutions to the ODEs. The second important feature of the new approach is the use of Fourier representation of the di erential operators instead of the nite elements representation. Since the Fourier representation is a global one it inherently incorporates the boundary conditions and constitutes a more e cient description of the di erential operators 9]. The GA operators were used in an adoptive fashion dynamically changing with the evolution, therefore the algorithm is termed real number adoptive genetic algorithm (RAGA). In the following, a brief outline of the new GA approach will be given. A detailed description of the method will be presented elsewhere 10].
II. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The initial set of N pop candidate solutions where generated randomly, where a Gaussian random number generator was used to assign the components of the solutions at the grid points. Once the initial generation was formed, the tness, f p i , values of the di erent candidate solutions were established. The approach used to de ne the tness of an individual candidate solution will be described below. The next step in the algorithm was to construct a new generation by the application of various RAGA operators to candidate solutions of the present generation. This procedure was repeated until the convergence criteria were ful lled. The transformation of the p'th generation to the p+1 generation was accomplished by the application of nine RAGA operators. These are listed as follows: 1. copy of best candidate solutions, O best : the highest tness k best solutions were transferred to the new generation ( k best Npop '0.05).
2. formation of random candidates, O rand : a set of k rand randomly generated new candidate solutions were added to the new generation ( k rand Npop '0.02). 3 . n-mutation (O mute ): one of the k best genes is chosen randomly and some of its elements (randomly chosen) were modi ed by the addition of a random number evaluated from a normal Gaussian distribution. 4. Inversion (O inv ): the elements in a segment, randomly chosen, of the parent gene were inverted to generate a son. 5. 2-point cross link (O cros2 ): two parent gene put in parallel a random number determines the point where they are spliced to form two new genes, sons. 6. n-point cross link (O crosn ): the elements of two parent genes were copied to form two "sons". The rearrangement of the parent's elements was accomplished by the following steps: a random number, , was chosen from a uniform distribution in the range 0-1. If 0:5 the element of parent 1 was copied to "son 1" and the corresponding element from parent 2 to "son 2", while, if 0:5 the element of parent 2 was copied to "son 1" and the corresponding element from parent 1 to "son 2" 7. Arithmetic average (O av ): the arithmetic average of the elements of two parent genes were used to form a son. 8. Geometric average (O geom ): the geometric average of the elements of two parent genes were used to form a son.
These operators were applied to genes (one or two) in the p'th generation to form "sons" (one or two) which were transferred to the p+1 generation. In all cases, the probability to chose the i'th gene as a parent was proportional to its tness, f p i . It should be noted that all operations, except 2-point and n-point cross link, were performed in coordinate space, while those of O cros2 and O crosn were performed in coordinate or momentum space with 0.5 probability for each. The last RAGA operator used was an inversion of the momentum space representation of candidate solution around its center, O invk .
Fixed probabilities for the application of operations 1, 2 and 9 were used throughout the calculation, while the probabilities to use operators 3-8 were changed during the calculation according to their success to form high tness candidates 7, 8] . These probabilities were updated every N p generations (N p '50).
To complete the description of the new method the procedure of assigning the tness functional f p i to the candidate solutions is described. The general form of the di erential equations considered here is:
where c H is the Hamiltonian, b T = ? h 2 r 2 =2M is the kinetic energy operator and c V represents the potential energy operator. The kinetic energy operator is calculated by the Fourier method 9]. Since this operator is non-local its use enhances the transfer of information between the elements of the genes. It should be noted that these general form of the Hamiltonian may include non-linear terms, driving force terms etc. If one is interested in the ground state of the system, the variational principle may be used to search for E g and g and these quantities could be used to evaluate the tness of each candidate solution. However, if one is interested in the identi cation of an arbitrary eigenstate of the system which is closest to a given reference energy, E ref , the evaluation of the f p i values could be done using the following procedure. Two quantities which are used in the search process are de ned:
which is the expectation of the energy distance from a reference energy E ref , and the energy dispersion:
If i represents the eigenstate whose energy is closest to E ref , 1 should converge to the energy di erence between E ref and E i , while the dispersion 2 should vanish. Hence, the tness of a candidate solution was de ned as f p i =( 1 2 ) 1/2 . This de nition of the tness allows to obtain both eigenfunctions and eigenvalues closest to E ref at any desired accuracy by the speci cation of the required value of f p i for convergence. The last point which should be stressed is that one can use the orthogonality of the eigenstates of the system to enhance the rate of convergence. More speci cally, during the search for the eigenstate which correspond to the energy value E i (the closest to E ref ) one can project out from the candidate solutions components which belong to other eigenstates (which were already determined) by demanding the ful llment of the orthogonality to these states.
III. APPLICATIONS
The examples chosen to demonstrate the RAGA algorithm are typical applications which have been explored by other methods such as quantum Monte Carlo 11,12] and direct methods 13]. The rst example the double well potential is di cult to converge due to the tunneling splitting of the levels. The second example explores the electronic structure problem solved by the Hartree-Fock (HF) or the density functional methods (LDA) which is di cult due to the non-linear character of the equations.
A. double well potential
The method was applied to the calculation of the eigenfunctions of an asymmetric double well potential recently used by Doll et. all. 11] in the study of di usional Monte Carlo algorithms. Table I shows the convergence of the method for the ground state eigenvalue together with the results of relaxation method 14] for various masses. In both methods a grid of 32 points with x = 0:16 was su cient to converge the results. From the table it can be concluded that it is harder to converge the cases with lighter mass in particular M = 10 for which the tunneling is most important. The power of the RAGA method to obtain directly the relevant eigenvalues is demonstrated in gure 1. First the ground state was obtained by searching for the eigenvalue closest to zero. This state was found to be localized in the deeper well. Then the target energy E ref was again set to zero and the rst state orthogonal to the ground state was obtained which was found to localize in the shallow well. To test the RAGA method a two electron problem was analysed. Analytic results can be obtained for harmonic binding potential between the electron and nucleous:v ext = 1=8r 2 16] . For this reason this problem has been chosen as a standard benchmark 12, 13] . For this system the exact total energy becomes E = 2.
The Hartree Fock approximation 13] leads to E HF = 2:03933 and the LDA result becomes E LDA = 2:02639. The RAGA method was tested using a grid of 128 or 64 evenly spaced points with N pop = 200. Both the Hartree-Fock and LDA cases were tested where the tness criteria was the total energy E ] (Eq. (3.4) ). Figure 2 shows the convergence of the method for the rst 2000 iterations. After 5000 iterations the results converge to the numerical accuracy of the numbers above. It seems that the fact that the problem is nonlinear has no e ect on the convergence. In gure 2 the very fast initial convergence of the method for the rst 100 iterations is clearly seen. This phenomena has been found to be general in all applications tested. Figure 3 shows the adoptive character of the algorithm displaying the changing probabilities of the di erent RAGA operations during the evolution. This property is clearly seen in the alternating importance of the di erent operations. At all stages the geometrical average operation and the two-point mutation operations were used more frequently than the others.
The method has also been tested for a Helium atom wherev ext = ?2=r. generations. These numbers are converged in comparison to the ones obtained by the direct relaxation method using the same grid. It should be mentioned that the error is due to the use of an evenly spaced grid which only partially overcomes the Coulomb singularity. This grid leads to slow convergence and thus is not a result of the RAGA algorithm. This problem of grid representation can be overcome by using mapped grids 18] which can also be used in the RAGA algorithm. The extended range of energy in the Hamiltonian representation inherent in the Coulomb problem did not cause di culties in the RAGA algorithm. This is contrary to the direct relaxation methods where the numerical e ort increases with the energy range.
Direct method of solution of nonlinear problems require a very good initial guess in order to converge at all. The fast initial convergence of the RAGA and the fact that it is not dependent on an initial guess suggests a combined method where the RAGA prepares a good initial guess for the direct method. This has been tested by using the result after 50 generations for a direct method procedure based on a relaxation method 18]. This initial state then led to very fast convergence.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Variational approaches allow to convert di erential equations into search problems. A new search method based on genetic algorithms has been described. Unlike the conventional GA search procedure where binary coding is used, the new algorithm RAGA is based on a oating point representation. This has three advantages over the conventional binary representation: 1) Coding and decoding is avoided. 2) Any desired accuracy can be obtained. 3) Global di erential operators can be used. The oating point representation of the genotype requires the de nition of a set of modi ed GA operators by which the search is advanced from one generation to the other. The application chosen show that convergence characteristics of the RAGA algorithm are similar to the binary coded GA method. Convergence can be enhanced by the use of orthogonalization and symmetry operations. The direct search for an excited eigenfunction, using equation (2.2),(2.3) demonstrates the ability of the method to converge to the global minimum since each of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian constitutes a local minimum. The desired eigenvalue has only a larger cone of attraction. The RAGA method was also able to cope with solutions to nonlinear di erential equations with strong singularities showing no sensitivity to large energy ranges. The RAGA is also not restricted to grid choice. The fast convergence of the initial iterations can be exploited in a combination with a direct method.
To summarize the new search procedure has been shown to be an e ective tool for a verity of quantum mechanical problems. 
